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Abstract—
There is industrial intent to use Powerline Communication

(PLC) PLC networks in the home for delivery of multimedia data,
with associated challenging quality of service (QoS) requirements.
Existing protocols for PLC, for wireless networks, or even for
wired networks cannot meet these challenges efficiently. This pa-
per proposes and analyzes a new protocol designed to provide the
high QoS needed for delivery of multiple multimedia streams in a
PLC environment.

The proposed protocol, Periodic Contention-Free Multiple Ac-
cess(PCF/MA)1, directly addresses the issues of asymmetric com-
munication channel, hidden nodes and near-far effects. The pro-
posed PCF/MA performance is analyzed theoretically and its per-
formance is simulated. The results show that 85Mbps MAC
throughput is possible with 100Mbps channel data rate, even
when there are hidden nodes in the network.

Keywords— Keywords: Power Line Communication, Reser-
vation, Multimedia Applications, TDMA, CSMA/CA, PCF/MA,
Hidden Node, Near-Far Effect Modified CSMA/CA(MCSMA/CA).

I. I NTRODUCTION

Recently, broadband communication over Power
Line Communication(PLC) networks have attracted
much interest in academe and industry, not only because
of their convenience (connecting PLC capable devices
requires no new wires), but also because almost all elec-
trical devices have to connect to a power outlet eventu-
ally. PLC networks make the smart home possible [1].

TheHomePlug Alliancehas set standards for 14Mbps
class data transmission, namely the HomePlug 1.0 stan-
dard. The performance and reliability of HomePlug
1.0 is comparable to wireless networks using the IEEE
802.11b standard[2]. However, theHomePlug 1.0pro-
tocol is not suitable for video playback because of
its limited network throughput and lack of sufficiently
stringent quality of service constraints.

1This article has not yet been published on any conferences or jour-
nals at the date of Dec. 10th.

To support multimedia streaming for homes, the
HomePlug Allianceis now developing the standard for a
second generation of PLC devices capable of delivering
multiple HDTV streams using newly designed chipsets
adhering to theHomePlug AVstandard, which supports
raw data rates up to 200Mbps. The goal ofHomePlug
AV is to enable PLC devices to deliver some two hours
of HDTV video without video frame drops, while si-
multaneously delivering one or more other data streams
of various data rates and traffic types. To achieve the
above mentioned goals, the efficient cooperation of high
speed PHY and MAC protocols becomes important, a
feature notably absent from current existing MAC pro-
tocols, and are therefore not suitable forHomePlug AV.

From our study, we found PLC channels have some
unique characteristics:

1. Devices on PLC channel tend to be stationary.
2. PLC network channels tend to be stationary.
3. From network topology point of view, it remains

stationary like an ordinary fixed network
PLC network nodes and channels tend to be station-

ary[2],i.e., channels may be affected by the near-by
electronic devices for a short period of time, the adap-
tation algorithm and the power line channel character-
istics make the channel remains stationary from time
to time. Our study also shows that the PLC channel
has similar noise characteristics to a wireless network
though, from a network topology point of view, it re-
mains stationary like an ordinary fixed network (e.g.,
Ethernet network).

The PLC channels are in some ways similar to wire-
less channels - both of them face hidden node prob-
lems, near-far effects and other channel imperfections.
However, the channel conditions are more severe in
PLC channel. To conquer noisy channel, an OFDM is
used and a tone map is evaluated before starting a new
conversation between two devices, these two processes
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cause asymmetric PLC channel as depicted on Fig.1. In
this figure, the noise generator close to Device1 affects
the useable tone map that it can use, results in an in-
feriors bandwidth. When the noise is loud enough, the
Device1will have difficulties to hear fromDevice2.

Fig. 1. Asymmetric PLC channel caused by nearby noise generator

The asymmetric PLC channel also affects usable pro-
tocols that can be used to solve hidden node problems.
For example, the RTS/CTS scheme assumes that the
communication channel is symmetric such that the vir-
tual carrier sense can be received on all near-by devices.
However, in asymmetric communication channel, de-
vices that are affected by the nearby noise generator like
Device1in Fig.1 cannot hear fromDevice2would make
RTS/CTS fails, since devices that did not receive RTS
may still send signals whileDevice2is transmitting.

It is unlikely that simply applying protocols designed
for another medium would result in good performance
in the PLC environment; the overhead may be too high
or the assumptions about noise may be too optimistic
for PLC networks.

In the light of PLC’s unique characteristics, we
propose a new protocol - Periodic Contention-Free
Multiple Access(PCF/MA). PCF/MA is an explicit R-
ALOHA-like protocol specifically designed for the PLC
network - we propose an RTS/CTS-like scheme in the
reservation stage to prevent hidden node problems, and
a delayed NACK mechanism to conquer near-far ef-
fect. The reservation can be a permanent reservation
to reduce competition in the reservation stage or MAC
protocol data unit(MPDU) based reservation to provide
flexibility. Performance of the proposed protocol is
evaluated by event driven computer simulation and by
mathematical analysis. The simulation results show that
85Mbps MAC throughput under 100Mbps channel data
rate can be obtained, even when there are hidden nodes
in the network. To provide smooth video delivery, we
propose a mathematical estimation of the required de-
lay in playback time and the amount of playback buffer
with tight bandwidth reservation.

This paper is organized as follows. A brief survey of
existing protocols is given in section 2. Section 3 pro-
vides thePCF/MAmethodology, analysis, performance

evaluation and simulation results. The discussion and
conclusion are given in section 4.

II. PREVIOUS WORK

Before introducing PCF/MA, we would like to dis-
cuss a few recent MAC protocol developments and their
applications to PLC networks. Packet contention tech-
niques such as Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Col-
lision Avoidance(CSMA/CA) and ALOHA find wide-
spread use in data communications, including the first
generation PLC networks. Both have the ability to serve
a large number of terminals. While they function with
little to no coordination, packet contention results in
unpredictable behavior such as unfairness and possi-
bly long delays, which make them unsuitable for delay-
sensitive packet delivery. To solve these problems, one
can use packet scheduling or reservation-based meth-
ods.

Reservation-based methods were designed to remove
delay-sensitive, high-rate connections from the random-
access competition for channel time. The time domain
is partitioned into reservation and data sessions; each
session is then again partitioned into slots. In these
methods some slots are reserved for specific stations.
Other stations are restrained from using a reserved slot.
Generally, these MAC schemes can be categorized ac-
cording to whether the reservation is done implicitly or
explicitly.

Packet Reservation Multiple Access (PRMA) is a
centralized and slotted multiple access protocol that al-
lows voice and data sources to share the same access
channel at the talkspurt level, targeted for wireless lo-
cal area networks [4]. PRMA utilizes speech on-off ac-
tivity to improve bandwidth efficiency and system ca-
pacity. Though PRMA is an implicit reservation-based
algorithm, between talkspurts stations must contend for
reservations, leading to packet loss and degraded speech
quality. It also relies on central control to broadcast an
ACK at the end of each slot, hence it may not be appro-
priate for a home ad-hoc environment. A few modified
PRMA protocols such as D-PRMA were proposed to
support mobile ad-hoc environments. These emphasize
talkspurt-level packet reservation without relying on a
central entity. They also try to deal with hidden/exposed
node problems by asserting an RTS/CTS-like dialog be-
tween sender and receiver.

Hidden node and near-far effects make implicit reser-
vation difficult in PLC networks. Impaired receivers
may not agree on the current network state. Further, as
the PLC network is targeted to be an in-home network-
ing infrastructure, it is not desirable to have a central
control device just for medium access, especially if the
central control device may become a performance bot-
tleneck and a single failure point of a network. Lack of
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a central control device makes collision detection even
more difficult since PLC devices are not able to detect
signal collisions during transmission.

Explicit reservations like “Five-Phase Reservation
Protocol”[5] try to implement a dynamic parallel reser-
vation with arbitrary scalable network size. The
five phases mentioned in the literature are: Reser-
vation Request(RR); Collision Report(CR); Reser-
vation Confirmation(RC); Reservation Acknowledge-
ment(RA); Packing and Elimination (P/E). However,
this protocol makes assumptions inapplicable to the
PLC environment. First, the protocol works on a 2 hops
radius network, with perfect timing. Second, near-far
effects do exist in the PLC network especially when
a robust signal modulation is applied. In what fol-
lows we develop a new protocol design based on an ex-
plicit reservation scheme. Robert’s reservation scheme
and R-TDMA are good candidates; their merit is that a
few slots are dedicated for reservation purpose and the
rest of them are for data transmission. However, these
schemes lack distributed control, hidden-node preven-
tion, and ignore near-far effects, which makes them
inappropriate for PLC networks. Careful re-design of
Robert’s and the R-TDMA protocols results in the new
PCF/MA protocol as developed in the next section.

III. PROPOSEDPCF/MA PROTOCOL

Though the power line channel is similar to a wire-
less channel, there are some unique characteristics spe-
cific to the power line channel. Firstly, the characteris-
tics of the PLC channel in a home are in general steady
over time rather than dramatically changing as in the
wireless channel, i.e., while the attenuation of the sig-
nal may be affected by near-by electronics in the short
term, from a long term point of view the attenuation is
almost stationary [3]. This makes long-term bandwidth
scheduling possible. Secondly, the devices in PLC net-
works are quasi-stationary, i.e., the stations in the PLC
network are not constantly moving as are devices in a
wireless network, thus the bandwidth fluctuations are
much less erratic [2]. These two characteristics place
PLC networks in a spectrum between Ethernet networks
and wireless networks in that they have the properties of
a fixed network topology but with much more noise and
attenuation.

The asymmetric channel also makes hidden node
problems more severe. The devices that cannot hear the
RTS/CTS can still affect the on going transmissions. In
Fig.2 we depicted one of the common situation in PLC
channel.

The situation described in Fig.2 is quite common con-
sider a family came back to their home after school
and work, PLC capable devices like HDTV-enabled
TVs and computers may start to function at around the
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Fig. 2. RTS/CTS exchange in asymmetric PLC channel

same time, lights around the house are all turned on
which generates considerably amount of noise to the
PLC channel. Without proper solution to the asymmet-
ric PLC channel, most of the devices may fail to re-
sponse.

Meanwhile, delivering delay-sensitive data streams
like HD-Video requires predictable MAC behavior, and
contention-based protocols require more effort than
contention-free/reservation-based protocols in order to
provide the same functionality.

To summarize the above considerations, we propose
a new protocol - PCF/MA, as stated below.

The PCF/MA protocol is a distributed, contention-
free protocol that uses a two-way handshake reserva-
tion process to establish TDMA slot assignments. The
reservation process for a given node only involves nodes
within a one hop radius.
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Fig. 3. PCF/MA Frame Structure

Fig. 3 shows the protocol’s frame structure. Time
is divided into several TDMA sessions with duration
of T µs. Each session is partitioned into a Reser-
vation Frame(RF) and one or more Data Exchange
Frame(DEF). Before the RF is a Start of TDMA(SOT)
frame issued by all stations on the network that lasts
38.4µs.2 Table I summarizes the parameters used in
this research.

A. Reservation Process

The RF is divided intoR Reservation Slots(RS). An
RS does not correspond to a data slot as seen in most of
the R-TDMA-based protocol. A RS works but rather

2The parameters we used in this paper follow those ofHomePlug
1.0as published in [7].
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TABLE I

HOMEPLUG 1.0 AND PCF/MA PARAMTERS

HomePlug 1.0 PCF/MA MCSMA/CA

SYNC 38.4µs 38.4µs 38.4µs
FC 33.6µs 33.6µs 33.6µs

RIFS 26µs 26µs 26µs(SIFS)
DEL 72µs 72µs 72µs

Max MPDU
Duration 1.5ms 1.5ms 1.5ms

CRS 35.84µs 200µs(RS) 35.84µs
DIFS 35.84µs - 35.84µs

TDMA
Session - Tµs -
Length

Reservation
Slots - R -
SOT 38.4µs(SYNC) 38.4µs -

serves as a period of time for making a reservation.
This process exchanges Reservation Packets(RPs) and
ACKs. An RP contains the Source Address(SA), Desti-
nation Address(DA), Starting reserved Slot number(SS)
and Total reserved Slots(TS) as depicted in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. MPDU Process and Format

If a node wants to reserve a DEF, it first listens to
the network for at least one TDMA session. During this
period, it monitors network activity and learns the reser-
vations of each station. The node stores the knowledge
into an internal table. When the RF begins, it chooses
a random RS and broadcasts an RP to the networks.
The destination receives and compares the request with
its internal table. If the reservation does not conflict
with previous reservations, the node sends an ACK to
the transmitter and completes the reservation process.
Other stations in the network also listen and broadcast
a NACK packet to jam the possible ACK signal if they
detect a conflict. If a collision/NACK happens, the re-
quester waits for next reservation opportunity.

The data exchange period is divided into severalN
data slots(DSs), each with a duration ofSµs. A DEF
is composed of several DSs. The length of a DEF is
decided by the TS field in owner’s RP. A DEF always
begins at the start of a DS.

If a node successfully reserves a period of time for
transmission, it listens and waits until its DEF time, then
starts to transmitMAC Protocol Data Units(MPDUs).

If the receiver receives a successful MPDU, it will send
an ACK. The sender can continue until the end of its
reserved DEF.

At the end of a transmission, the sender broadcasts a
“Last Frame” MPDU to the network. The receiver also
broadcasts a “Last Frame” MPDU to eliminate possible
hidden node problems and to allow all nodes to update
their tables. When a station ungracefully terminates its
connection, affected stations (usually the receiver) also
broadcast a “Last Frame” MPDU during the reserved
slots to synchronize tables with other stations.

MPDUs combine several Ethernet packets belonging
to the same path into a jumbo packet to increase over-
all efficiency. The original Ethernet packet header and
trailer is removed and a new small header called “PHY
Block Header”(PBH) containing the sequence number
of the original packet is added to indicate the order of
the packet. After this process, the original Ethernet
packet becomes a new block called aPHY Block(PB).
The process is depicted in Fig. 4.

Several PBs are then combined into a jumbo packet
with a common header to become an MPDU ready for
transmission. Based on the current transmission speed,
as many Ethernet packets as possible are combined until
transmission duration reaches1.5 ms.

A robust signal modulation is required due to the at-
tenuation and noise on PLC channels. However, this
makes detecting packet collision difficult - the signal
demodulation process may interpret contending pack-
ets as noise and remove the noise to restore the intended
signal! This phenomenon causes near-far effects and
hidden-node problems.

A common solution to the hidden-node problem is
the use of an RTS/CTS handshake before data trans-
mission. The purpose of RTS/CTS is to notify nearby
stations of the incipient data transmission period so that
those who are not involved in the data exchange will
avoid the channel during that period of time. Signal
reception of mobile devices in wireless networks usu-
ally suffers from nearby activities, reception is expected
to be constantly changing, thus exchanging RTS/CTS
packets before every data transmission is required.

In PLC networks, we adopt a similar RTS/CTS
scheme but only in the reservation stage. In the RF,
nodes want to make reservations broadcast RPs to the
network. The RPs also act as “Request To Send” sig-
nals as in the RTS/CTS scheme. Nodes that receive
this packet avoid the reserved period. Nodes outside
the broadcasting range may not be aware of the reserva-
tion resulting in inconsistent databases. If they do not
want to make new reservations, the inconsistency be-
come irrelevant. If one of the nodes wants to make a
new reservation that conflicts with the schedulted reser-
vations, all nodes that hear this RP broadcast NACK.
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Though the probability that the receiver will receive a
strong NACK, there are chances that the NACK may
not be heard by the transmitter because the near-far ef-
fect, a delayed NACK scheme is applied as shown in
Fig 3.

IV. A PPROXIMATE PERFORMANCEANALYSIS AND

SIMULATION RESULTS

To calculate the maximum throughput, we assume
there are always data to send for each node. We define
efficiency as the ratio of time spent on transmitting pay-
load to the total time spent on the whole data exchange
process. The parameters we used in the calculation is
summarized in Table I.

The minimum reservation slot time can be obtained
by adding a RP duration, two RIFS, an ACK duration
and a4µs gap which leads to(72+26+72+26+4)µs =
200µs. A successful packet transmission requires an
MPDU, an ACK and two RIFSs. The total time required
for this process is1624µs when sender sends a maxi-
mum length MPDU. The total DAE slots in a TDMA
session can be calculated bybT−200R−29

s c assumingR
reservation slots. If there arem transmitters, and the
bandwidth is evenly distributed to all transmitters, then
a transmitter can haveb slots, where

b =
bT−200R−29

s c
m

slots

The total allowed transmitting time for each data
stream can be calculated byb×s. A sender can transmit
p maximum sized MPDUs in a TDMA session, where

p =
bT−200R−29

s cs
1624m

Since the maximum MPDU has duration of1.5ms
and the overhead of a MPDU is72µs, thus the total
time spent on data transmission for each node can be
calculated by

bb
T−200R−29

s cs
1624m

c1428µs

Since there arem nodes, the protocol efficiencyE
can be calculated by

E =
b b

T−200R−29
s cs

1624m c1428m

T
(1)

If we ignore thefloor(b.c) operation in Eq. 1, we can
calculate the maximum efficiencyEmax as follows:

Emax = (
( T−200R−29

s
)s

1624m )1428m

T

= (T−200R−29)1428
1624T

= 0.88(T−200R−29)
T

WhenT →∞
Emax = 88% (2)

One must note that each DEF starts from the begin-
ning of a DS; if a node does not fully utilize the reserved
DS, the efficiency will decrease.

From Eq. 1 we learned that the efficiency of PCF/MA
protocol is determined byR, m andT , wherem is dy-
namic. To obtain the optimal performance, we derived
a few mathematical forms as follows.

To minimize fixed overhead, a smallR would be de-
sirable considering the number of contenders is rela-
tively small since all reservations are persistent. How-
ever, a smallR could make the system unstable when
the number of contenders increases. For example, let
R = 1 and there are two contenders at one instance,
none of the contenders will be able to make reservation.
NOTE - this depends on how backoff is handled.

It is obvious that when the number of new data
streamsn is larger than the available reservation slots
r, at least two stations will have a reservation packet
collision. We call this over-saturation. However, since
the reservation session comes everyT µs, as long as the
number of new data streams is less than 1 every TDMA
session and at least 1 data stream successfully makes a
reservation, the waiting queue should converge. When
there arer new data streams, this problem can be de-
scribed as the probability that at least one station does
not conflict with other stations. To determine this prob-
ability, we derive the following calculations.

The permutationsP of choosingr numbers fromn
numbers is

P = rn (3)

The generation functionG(x) corresponding to the
random choice ofn numbers fromr numbers with un-
limited repetition can be written as

G(x) = (1 + x + x2

2! + x3

3! + · · · )r

= erx

=
∑∞

n=0
rn

n! x
n, wheren ≥ r

We want to know the probability that at least one
RP does not conflict with others. That is, at least one
node chooses a random number that is different than
the others. We can first calculate the permutationsp of
choosingn numbers fromr numbers such that a num-
ber is chosen0 times,2 times,3 times...., then calculate
1 − p/P to get the desired probability. The generation
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function ofp with unlimited repetition can be written as

g(x) = (1 + x2

2! + x3

3! + · · · )r

= (ex − x)r

=
∑r

i=0(
r
i )(−1)ixie(r−i)x

=
∑r

i=0(
r
i )(−1)ixi

∑∞
j=0

1
j! (r − i)jxj

=
∑∞

j=0
1
j!

∑r
i=0(−1)i(r

i )(r − i)jx(i+j)

=
∑∞

j=0
1
j! ((−1)0(r

0)(r − 0)jxj) +

(−1)1(r
1)(r − 1)jx(j+1) +

(−1)2(r
2)(r − 2)jx(j+2) +

(−1)3(r
3)(r − 3)jx(j+3) +

· · ·+ (−1)r(r
r)(r − r)jx(j+r))

= 1
0! [(−1)0(r

0)(r − 0)0x0 +

(−1)1(r
1)(r − 1)0x(0+1) +

(−1)2(r
2)(r − 2)0x(0+2) + · · ·

(−1)r(r
r)(r − r)0x(0+r)] +

1
1! [(−1)0(r

0)(r − 0)1x1 +

(−1)1(r
1)(r − 1)1x(1+1) +

(−1)2(r
2)(r − 2)1x(1+2) + · · ·

(−1)r(r
r)(r − r)1x(1+r)] +

...
1
n! [(−1)0(r

0)(n− 2)nxn +

(−1)1(r
1)(r − 1)nx(n+1) +

(−1)2(r
2)(r − 2)nx(n+2) + · · ·

(−1)r(r
r)(r − r)nx(r+n) + · · · ] (4)

Since we are looking for the coefficient ofxn/n!, re-
arranginge Eq. 4 yields

g(x) = 1
0! (−1)0(r

0)(r − 0)0x0 +
[ 1
0! (−1)1(r

1)(r − 1)0 +
1
1! (−1)0(r

0)(r − 0)1]x1 +
[ 1
0! (−1)2(r

2)(r − 2)0 +
1
1! (−1)1(r

1)(r − 1)1 +
1
2! (−1)0(r

0)(r − 0)2]x2 +
...

[ 1
0! (−1)n(r

n)(r − n)0 +
1
1! (−1)(n−1)(r

n−1)(r − (n− 1))1 +
· · ·+

1
r! (−1)(n−r)(r

r−b)(n− (n− r))r]xb +
... (5)

The coefficients ofxn/n! become

p = r![ 1
0! (−1)n(r

n)(r − n)0 +
1
1! (−1)(n−1)(r

n−1)(r − (n− 1))1 + · · ·+
1
r! (−1)(n−r)(r

r−n)(r − (n− r))r]

= r!
∑r

l=0
1
l! (−1)(n−l)(r

n−l)(r − (n− l))l (6)

From Eq. 6 and 3, we obtain the desired probability
as

1− p

P
= 1− n!

∑r
l=0

1
l! (−1)(n−l)(r

n−l)(r − (n− l))l

rn

(7)
To further simplify Eq. 4, we do the following assump-
tions

n = i + j

S(j, r) = 1
r!

∑r
i=0(−1)i(r

i )(r − i)j (8)

WhereS(j, n) is theStirling number of the second
kind. We can then reduce Eq. 4 to

g(x) =
∑∞

j=0
r!
j!S(j, r)xn =

∞∑

j=0

n!r!
j!

S(j, r)
xn

n!
(9)

The coefficient ofxn/n! is the desired permutation
p. From Eq. 3 and Eq. 9, the probability of at least one
reservation packet does not conflict with others can then
be represented as

1− p
P = 1−

P∞
j=0

n!r!
j! S(j,r)

rn (10)

The term
∑∞

j=0
n!r!
j! S(j, r) in Eq. 10 is a subset of

rn, it is obvious that Eq. 10 will converge whenr →∞.
Our theoretical and simulation results will present at the
later part of this paper.
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Fig. 5. Probability Of Successful Reservation

To verify formula 7, we simulated a constant num-
ber of contenders. The simulator simulates one million
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reservation sessions, the number of contenders are the
same from session to session. The simulator counts the
event that at least one contender successfully makes its
reservation, which is needed to avoid instability. The
simulation results are shown in Fig. 5

From the simulation results, we choser = 8 as a
conservative parameter for PCF/MA.

We also modified the CSMA/CA protocol used in the
802.11b to a version suitable for PLC. The Modified
CSMA/CA (MCSMA/CA) uses the same MPDU pro-
cedure as in PCF/MA and the duration is also limited to
1.5ms. We follow the parameters ofHomePlug 1.0as
listed in the Table I.

To investigate the performance impact with and with-
out the near-far effect, we choose a near-far effect
model described as the probability a receiver captures
the desired packet(Pcap) in the presence of interfering
packets(Ri)

Pcap = Probability(
Rd −

∑m
i=0 Ri

Rd
) (11)

when

∑m
i=0 Ri

Rd
≥ CTH (12)

where Rd is the received power level of the desired
packet andCTH is the capture threshold.

Since the the packet loss rate is high(10−3 or higher),
silent re-transmission is required when the receiver re-
ceives corrupt packets. This requires data streams to al-
locate extra bandwidth above the estimated bandwidth.

Assume packet loss rate isP and the number of trans-
mission attempts isR. Suppose at one instance, the
sender sendsN PBs in a MPDU, the amount of over
allocation for next transmission isNP . Thus for quasi-
error free environment with unlimited retries, we need
to overallocate (O) resources by

O = dNP + NP 2 + · · ·+ NPR + · · · e
= dNP (1 + P + P 2 + · · ·+ PR−1 + · · · )e
= dNP ( 1

1−P )e (13)

WhenP ¿ 1, Eq. 13 becomesdNP e.
Simulation results based on106 TDMA sessions

closely match the mathematical calculation.
Event-driven simulation withAlways Ondata streams

was used to investigate PCF/MA performance and to
compare PCF/MA with MCSMA/CA.

Fig. 6 shows PCF/MA has maximum performance
gain over MCSMA/CA of about 100% when the num-
ber of contenders is large(m ≥ 60, T = 100). It also
shows that PCF/MA with largeT not only increases
throughput, but also increases the number of possible
contenders(m). The reason thatT decidesm can be in-
ferred from Eq. 2, which shows that for a givenT , the
floor operations cause the useful time of each MPDUs
to become less asm increases.
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Fig. 6. PCF/MA at VariousT Versus Modified CSMA/CA Through-
put Comparisons

To discover the performance of PCF/MA in deliver-
ing DVD video streams, we assume a single PLC sta-
tion acts as a video server for several destinations. We
assume the channel data rate remains stable throughout
the whole video display length. We assume the video
source is able to supply one video frame immediately
after the request is received and the server will start to
transmit MPDUs once it gets permission to transmit.
The client moves the received MDPUs to the playback
buffer and re-assembles them to a normal video frame
before playback. If a video frame is still in transit when
it is time to display, the video frame is counted as a
missed deadline video frame. The client will try to dis-
play the video frame33.3ms later. The miss deadline
count keeps incrementing until the video frame is suc-
cessfully displayed.

To smooth video streams, a certain amount of play-
back buffer (B) is required. When the buffer level is
lower than the predefined buffer threshold(BTH ), the
client sends requests to the server to ask for more video
frames. If at timeT , we haveBT > BTH , the server
stops transmitting MPDUs.

To make sure the missing video frames are not
caused by the protocol in use but by another factor,
we investigated the relationships between the play-
back buffer size at a specific timeT (BT ), playback
delay(D), average frame size(Va), maximum video
frame size(Vmax) channel bandwidth(Bc) and the effec-
tive bandwidth(Bw) reserved for this video stream.

At time T , the buffer level at the client side can be
calculated by

BT = BwD + BwT −
30T∑

i=1

Vi (14)

whereVi is the data size of framei. If we assumeT is
relatively large, such thatVi = Va and Eq. 14 becomes

BT = BwD + BwT − 30TVa (15)

At time T , the server encounters a Group Of Pictures
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(GOP) with large video frames of sizeVmax bytes. As-
sume the number of video frames in a GOP is 15, then
it takest = 15Vmax

Bw
second to deliver this GOP. During

thist time frame, the client consumesN = 30× 15Vmax

Bw

video frames, i.e., the client consumesN × Vmax =
450V 2

max

Bw
bytes. Meanwhile it accumulates15 × Vmax

bytes. Suppose there areG such GOPs, the Eq. 15 be-
comes

BT = BwD + BwT − 30TVa+

G(15Vmax − 450V 2
max

Bw
) ≥ 0 (16)

In order to prevent video frames from missing their
deadlines, we must make Eq. 16 always larger than
zero. To help us analyze Eq. 16, we re-arranged it as
follows:

BT = (BwD −G( 450V 2
max

Bw
− 15Vmax)) +

(Bw − 30Va)T ≥ 0 (17)

The term(BwD−G( 450V 2
max

Bw
− 15Vmax)) in Eq. 17

is the accumulated buffer size during the playback de-
lay time plus buffer loss during transmitting large video
frame GOPs. The term (Bw − 30Va) is the difference
of the reserved bandwidth and the average DVD title bit
rate. In real world applications,Bw, Vmax andVa are
DVD statistics thus can be easily defined.

To makeBT always larger than zero, we conclude the
following sufficient, but not required, condition:

BwD −G(
450V 2

max

Bw
− 15Vmax) ≥ 0 (18)

and
Bw − 30Va ≥ 0 (19)

If we assume the reserved bandwidth is the video av-
erage bit rate, theD can be calculated as:

D ≥ G(450V 2
max−15BwVmax)

B2
w

= G(450V 2
max−450VaVmax)

(30Va)2

= G(V 2
max−Va)
2V 2

a
(20)

Since the minimum playback buffer size should sat-
isfy B = BwD, from Eq. 19, we can derive the required
buffer size as

B ≥ G( 30V 2
max

Bw
− Vmax) (21)

Since the playback delayD and playback buffer is for
the worst scenario in the DVD playback, theG should
be large enough to satisfy this situation; thus we set
G = 60. To verify our formula, we simulated a video

server/client assuming no other data streams on the net-
work where the client has an unlimited buffer. The ef-
ficiency of PCF/MA is about 80% whenT = 25ms.
The reserved bandwith for PCF/MA is 9.44Mbps, the
observed throughput is 7.45Mbps which is close to av-
erage bit rate. We slowly increase delay playback time
D, and observe if the simulation drops video frames. If
it drops video frames, we record the maximum buffer it
accumulates before dropping. The total simulated time
is 20 minutes which is about one sixth of the original
movie length.

In simulating MCSMA/CA protocol, we follow the
same procedure except the channel data rate is assigned
as 15.5Mbps and the observed throughput is around
7.58Mbps. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7. Video Playback Performance Comparisons

The simulation results show that without competi-
tion, the MCSMA/CA performs slightly better than
PCF/MA (though at worse efficiency). In Fig. 7, when
D = 1, the client drops about 320 video frames and the
maximum buffer accumulated is about 2Mbytes. The
result shows that the delay time is too short to build up a
safe buffer for future video bit rate fluctuation even with
unlimited buffer. The figure also shows that the video
stops dropping after we increaseD to 12 for PCF/MA
and 11 for MCSMA/CA. In both cases, the maximum
accumulated buffer size is more than 20Mbytes. This
result suggests that when the delay playback time and
buffer is large enough, both protocols have ample time
to deliver large video frames thus no video frames were
dropped.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a new protocol - PCF/MA for
high speed PLC networks. To lower overhead caused by
contention between MPDUs, we choose a contention-
free method. Through simulation, we observed the net-
work efficiency as high as 85% atT = 100. Theoret-
ical analysis found that with eight reservation slots, it
can provide a good contention/overhead balance. We
also conducted a simulation with constant contenders
that verified our analysis. For comparison purposes,
we modified the widely used CSMA/CA protocol into
a PLC version MCSMA/CA protocol. The simulation
results show that PCF/MA protocol has the maximum
performance gain of 100% over MCSMA/CA when the
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T = 100. Our protocol also proved to be able to support
more than 200 streams at the same time.

The high speed PLC is targeted for Audio/Video ap-
plications over local area networks, however, the pa-
rameters for clients to support variable bit rate data
streams remain uncertain at this stage. We analyzed
the behaviors of PCF/MA protocol in delivering com-
mercial DVD titles, and derived a relationships be-
tween required buffer, reserved bandwidth, delay play-
back time and video statistics. We then used the esti-
mated parameters to design a video server/client simu-
lator in which PCF/MA and MCSMA/CA as MAC pro-
tocols were compared. The simulation results showed
that PCF/MA performed much better than MCSMA/CA
protocol because of its predictable behavior and low
contention/overhead.

Though the PCF/MA protocol proved to be a high
performance protocol, there is much work to be done.
Currently, we do not implement priority classes and
treat the incoming queue length of the PCF/MA proto-
col as unlimited. We will address these issues in future
publications.
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